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Abstmei--A eorreet metbod is presented for obtaining the "plant canonical form" of the above paper.'
In the above paper,' an incorrect lemma from [l, Lemma 3.41 was quoted to define a canonical form for the plant matrices ( A , B,C). The following lemma correctly states how this canonical form is achieved.
Lemma: Given matrices B EWXm, CERlxn, O<m, I $ n , ra& ( where X I E R m l X m has rank mI. Let {pJpiERn, i = l , . . -, Z } be the (linearly independent) rows of LC. Let %(-) denote the null space of the [ 3 Defining h [ -: : -I implies (2) for T -I B M .
Q.E.D.
Replacing (1 1) and (12) in Krogh and Cruz' with the above lemma, the plant canonical form is defined as ( T -'AT, T-'BM,LCT). It is easily verified that the results of [l] upon which the above paper' was based are invariant under nonsingular transformations of the state, input, and output spaces. Hence, the results of the above paper' retain the generality of application to arbitrary linear time-invariant systems.
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